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Please refer to the disclaimer at the end of this document. 

The latest CFTC (Commodity Futures Trading Commission) data, released on Friday  
25 January 2013 (covering the week ended 22 January), reveals the following: 

• Gold: The recovery in net speculative length after the post-FOMC minutes sell-off 
continued this past week, with 25.6 tonnes added. This week, we have the FOMC meet-
ing (concluding Wednesday), which is sure to be watched closely. We do not as yet be-
lieve that the Fed will end its quantitative easing programme before the end of this year. 

• Silver: For the first time in eight weeks, ETFs’ commitment to silver has wavered, with 
a substantial 245.9 tonnes shed from holdings. 

• Platinum: Again, net speculative length grew this past week, although after garnering 
such strong interest the previous week (after the Amplats review was released), it isn’t 
surprising that momentum has slowed. ETFs weren’t that confident, adding a paltry 
6.1k oz to their platinum holdings. 

• Palladium: Unlike platinum, interest in palladium seemed to gain momentum.  
The past week saw 221.6k oz added, after 142.8k oz added the previous week.  
Net speculative length has crept up again. The market is starting to show signs of strain 
again, with the 5-year average at 47.7%.  

• Oil: Growing optimism over the US and Chinese economy has extended participants’ 
interest in the WTI contract beyond the initial enthusiasm that followed Seaway Pipeline. 
Net speculative length saw 15.3m bbls added. However, looking from a fundamentals 
perspective, we feel that this enthusiasm is perhaps overdone. 

• Copper: The decline in net speculative length gathered momentum this past week, 
with 27.3 tonnes shed. The market has been buoyed by growing optimism over China. 
However, this appears to be losing steam, and we would concur with a more sober 
evaluation of the latest Chinese data. 
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Figure 3: COMEX net spec length as a % of open interest 

Sources: COMEX; Standard Bank Research 

Gold — COMEX 

• The recovery in net speculative length after the post-FOMC minutes 
sell-off continued this past week, with 25.6 tonnes added. This brings 
the total added over the past two weeks to 49.9 tonnes, more than com-
pensating for the 32.2 tonnes lost after the FOMC minutes raised doubts 
over the Fed’s commitment to maintaining its current quantitative easing 
programme. 

• Again this past week, while not much length was added, only 9.4 tonnes, 
we did see another encouraging unwinding of shorts (16.2 tonnes). 

• This week, we have the FOMC meeting (concluding Wednesday), which 
is sure to be watched closely. We do not as yet believe that the Fed will 
end its quantitative easing programme before year-end. Nevertheless, 
we do not doubt the dampening effect that hawkish rhetoric from Fed 
members will have on gold. This week, Bernanke, who is generally  
dovish, will have his say and perhaps erase some of the QE doubts that 
have crept into the market. 

• ETFs remain wary ahead of this week’s FOMC meeting, selling  
3.1 tonnes from their gold holdings—the fourth successive week of  
decline. 

Figure 4: ETF holdings 

Sources: Various ETFs; Standard Bank Research 

Figure 2: COMEX speculative longs and shorts 

Sources: COMEX; Standard Bank Research 

Figure 1: Gold price vs. COMEX open interest 

Source: COMEX 
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Silver — COMEX 

• Silver seemed in favour this past week, with a strong 9.2% w/w in-
crease in net speculative length, equating to 461.0 tonnes being added. 
This is in stark contrast to the previous week when silver garnered the 
least interest among the precious metals. Perhaps futures market  
participants were playing catch-up this past week. 

• A hefty 441.6 tonnes were added to speculative longs—the largest in-
crease seen since last November. Speculative shorts relinquished  
19.5 tonnes, but this pales in comparison to the 117.0 tonnes added just 
the previous week. 

• The increase did see net speculative length as a percentage of open 
interest rise to 19.0% from at 17.6% previously. While further increases 
in this ratio would warrant attention, at present the measure is not too far 
from the 5-year average of 18.7%, a signal that the market is not par-
ticularly strained. 

• For the first time in eight weeks, ETFs’ commitment to silver has  
wavered, with a not insubstantial 245.9 tonnes shed from holdings.  
This bring total holdings to 20,116.3 tonnes. 

Figure 3: COMEX net spec length as a % of open interest 

Sources: COMEX; Standard Bank Research 

Figure 4: ETF holdings 

Sources: Various ETFs; Standard Bank Research 

Figure 2: COMEX speculative longs and shorts 

Sources: COMEX; Standard Bank Research 

Figure 1: Silver price vs. COMEX open interest 

Source: COMEX 
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Figure 3: NYMEX net spec length as a % of open interest 

Sources: NYMEX; Standard Bank Research 

Platinum — NYMEX 

• Again, net speculative length grew this past week, although after garner-
ing such strong interest the previous week (after the Amplats review was 
released), it isn’t surprising that momentum has slowed. The past week 
saw 116.7k oz added, compared to the 287.1k oz added the previously. 

• However, the underlying moves were rather different. This time it was 
additions to length (130.1k oz) that were the main driver. And while the 
previous week saw a massive 188.9k oz shed from short positions, the 
latest data reveals a marginal 13.4k oz addition to shorts. 

• Net speculative length as a percentage of open interest has been driven 
further away from its 5-year average (64.3% compared to 51.1%), a 
clear indication of an overstretched market vulnerable to correction. 
However, the uncertainty surrounding the reaction of unions and the 
potential for further short-term production losses due to strike activity 
should forestall any correction —  for now. 

• ETFs weren’t that confident, adding a paltry 6.1k oz to their holdings. 

Figure 4: ETF Holdings 

Sources: Various ETFs; Standard Bank Research 

Figure 2: NYMEX speculative longs and shorts 

Sources: NYMEX; Standard Bank Research 

Figure 1: Platinum price vs. NYMEX open interest 

Source: NYMEX 
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Figure 3: NYMEX net spec length as a % of open interest 

Sources: NYMEX; Standard Bank Research 

Palladium — NYMEX 

• Unlike platinum, interest in palladium appeared to be gaining  
momentum. The past week saw 221.6k oz added, after 142.8k oz were 
added the previous week. Palladium was also the most popular pre-
cious metals, with net speculative interest in w/w percentage terms 
growing 11.9% (gold: 5.3% w/w, silver: 9.2% w/w and 5.3% w/w). 

• Another strong addition to speculative longs was observed (238.3k oz), 
with a persistent but weaker addition to shorts this time—only 16.7k oz 
(46.3k oz previously). 

• Net speculative length has crept up again (55.8% from 53.8%) after two 
consecutive weeks of easing. The market is starting to show signs of 
strain again, with the 5-year average at 47.7%. 

• After adding a remarkable 199.1k oz (a 12-month record) to their hold-
ings the previous week, ETFs were unenthusiastic this past week—
leaving their holdings largely unchanged (a meagre 0.1k oz were 
added). Nevertheless, total holdings are now at another 12-month high 
of 2,051.4k oz.  

Figure 4: ETF holdings 

Sources: Various ETFs; Standard Bank Research 

Figure 2: NYMEX speculative longs and shorts 

Sources: NYMEX; Standard Bank Research 

Figure 1: Palladium price vs. NYMEX open interest 

Source: NYMEX 
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Figure 3: NYMEX net spec length as a % of open interest (WTI) 

Sources: NYMEX; Standard Bank Research 

Crude oil (WTI) — NYMEX 

• Growing optimism over the US and Chinese economy has extended 
participants’ interest in the WTI contract beyond the enthusiasm that 
first followed the Seaway Pipeline. Net speculative length saw  
15.3m bbls added, marking the sixth successive week of increase. 
The market still seems confident, adding 15.7m bbls to speculative 
longs (the largest increase since September last year). The five-week 
liquidation of shorts was arrested; only 0.4m bbls were added. 

• We have already expressed our concern that the support for WTI com-
ing from the Seaway Pipeline angle could be overdone (see Commodi-
ties Daily dated 16 January 2013).  

• Another factor lending WTI support more recently was the US Congress 
deciding to push the debt ceiling limit out to 19 May. We will concede 
that this has eased some of our price concerns for Q1:13. However, our 
concerns are not completely allayed as, in our opinion, a significant 
amount of fiscal uncertainty remains. We feel that there is still consider-
able potential for damage to investor and consumer confidence and, 
ultimately, growth (and oil demand) over the next two months. 

Figure 4: NYMEX net spec length as a % of open interest (ICE Brent) 

Sources: NYMEX; Standard Bank Research 

Figure 2: NYMEX speculative longs and shorts 

Sources: NYMEX; Standard Bank Research 

Figure 1: NYMEX WTI price vs. open interest 

Source: NYMEX 
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Figure 3: COMEX speculative longs and shorts 

Sources: COMEX; Standard Bank Research 

Copper — COMEX 

• The decline in net speculative length gathered momentum this past 
week, with 27.3 tonnes shed (the previous week saw a relatively  
modest decline of 5.1 tonnes). 

• We had felt that the previous week’s decline reflected a mere pause, 
given its modest nature. However, it now seems the market is turning 
more bearish. A remarkable 28.6 tonnes were added to shorts (the 
strongest increase since October last year), while a meagre 1.3 tonnes 
were added to long positions.  

• The market has been buoyed by growing optimism over China.  
However, this appears to be losing steam, and we would concur with a 
more sober evaluation of the latest Chinese data. While we concede 
that the recent pick-up in macro indicators appears promising, we still 
feel that China’s economy is, at best, stabilising, with limited potential 
for strong growth — at least not to the extent that we’ve seen in past 
recoveries. The Lunar New Year holidays should also forestall any im-
mediate pick-up in China’s economy. 

Figure 4: COMEX net spec length as a % of open interest 

Sources: COMEX; Standard Bank Research 

Figure 2: LME copper price vs. LME open interest 

Source: LME 

Figure 1: LME copper price vs. COMEX open interest 

Sources: COMEX; LME 
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Appendix 
Explanation of tables and appendix graphs 

Using open interest for NYMEX platinum as an example, the Example Table 
alongside is explained. 

For Current level the green upward-pointing arrow ( ) indicates that open 
interest over the week under review increased (see Actual data). If a de-
crease had been recorded this would be a red downward-pointing arrow ( ). 
The position of the arrow indicates where the current level of open interest (in 
this example, 2,113.3k oz) falls in relation to the percentiles of the calculated 
probability distribution of open interest (explanation of this calculation fol-
lows), as per the table below. For this example, the current level falls in the 
>83.3% and =<100% bracket. 

 

 

 

A graphical depiction of the calculated probability distribution of open interest is also provided in this Appendix, see Probability 
distribution graph. The red line in this graph indicates the position of the current level (in this example, 2,113.3k oz) in relation 
to the calculated probability distribution, while the black line indicates the position of the average as taken over a five-year pe-
riod (in this example, 1,366.6k oz). The colour variation of the 
probability distribution graph corresponds to the percentiles of 
the distribution, as per the table discussed above. 

As for Current level, for Momentum the green upward-
pointing arrow indicates that open interest over the week un-
der review increased (see Actual data). If a decrease had 
been recorded this would be a red downward-pointing arrow. 
Consequently, this arrow will always be the same as for Cur-
rent level. However, the position of the arrow here indicates 
the number of consecutive weeks of increase/decrease that 
have been observed (in this example, there has been four 
consecutive weeks of increase), as per the table below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Low  High 

Open interest 

  Current level*            

  Momentum**            

Probability distribution — open interest for NYMEX platinum 

   1 week   4 weeks 

  2 weeks   5 weeks 

   3 weeks   More than 5 weeks 

Example table - NYMEX platinum 

-34.7 621.5 1,277.7 1,934.0 2,590.2
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Current: 2,113.3k oz 5yr-average: 1,366.6k oz

Calculation of probability distribution 

Taking open interest data over a rolling five-year period, an empirical probability density is obtained using a kernel density esti-
mator (see the example Probability distribution graph). A kernel density estimator is used instead of the usual normal density 
approximation since the observed values do not always conform to the classic bell shape of the normal distribution (as is ap-
parent in our example graph). 

This probability density essentially indicates the implied (as per historical observations) distribution of open interest for NYMEX 
platinum. This is useful in gauging how unusual or extreme the current level of open interest is compared to historical observa-
tions. Observations in the tails of the distribution (far left and far right) are considered more unusual, while observations closer 
to the peak (not necessarily the middle or unique, since we are not using the normal distribution) are considered more likely. 

In our example, the current level of open interest for NYMEX platinum (at 2,113.3k oz) is positioned in the far right end of the 
distribution (within the >83.3% and =<100% bracket), indicating that open interest is currently at an extremely high level com-
pared to historical norms. 

Date  Level (k oz) Change (k oz) 

2,044.5  

1,968.9 -75.6 

1,998.1 29.3 

2,027.2 29.1 

2,050.2 23.0 

Current 2,113.3 63.1 

Previous weeks 

Actual data - Open interest for NYMEX platinum 

   >0% and =<16.7%   >50% and =<66.7% 

  >16.7% and =<33.3%   >66.7% and =<83.3% 

   >33.3% and =<50%   >83.3% and =<100% 
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Crude oil (WTI) — NYMEX 

APPENDIX — Net speculative length 
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Sources: Standard Bank Research; COMEX Sources: Standard Bank Research; COMEX 
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Sources: Standard Bank Research; NYMEX Sources: Standard Bank Research; COMEX 
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Crude oil (WTI) — NYMEX 

APPENDIX — Open interest 

Copper — COMEX 

Palladium — NYMEX Platinum — NYMEX 

Gold — COMEX Silver — COMEX 

Sources: Standard Bank Research; COMEX Sources: Standard Bank Research; COMEX 

Sources: Standard Bank Research; NYMEX Sources: Standard Bank Research; NYMEX 

Sources: Standard Bank Research; NYMEX Sources: Standard Bank Research; COMEX 
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Crude oil (WTI) — NYMEX 

APPENDIX — Net speculative length as a percentage of open interest 

Copper — COMEX 

Palladium — NYMEX Platinum — NYMEX 

Gold — COMEX Silver — COMEX 

Sources: Standard Bank Research; COMEX Sources: Standard Bank Research; COMEX 

Sources: Standard Bank Research; NYMEX Sources: Standard Bank Research; NYMEX 

Sources: Standard Bank Research; NYMEX Sources: Standard Bank Research; COMEX 
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3.9 21.0 38.2 55.3 72.4
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Current: 55.8% 5yr-average: 47.7%
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Current: 13.1% 5yr-average: 6.8%

-40.7 -24.5 -8.2 8.0 24.3
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%

Current: 5.9% 5yr-average: 0.5%
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APPENDIX — Change in ETF holdings 

Palladium — NYMEX Platinum — NYMEX 

Gold — COMEX Silver — COMEX 

Sources: Standard Bank Research; Various ETFs Sources: Standard Bank Research; Various ETFs 

Sources: Standard Bank Research; Various ETFs Sources: Standard Bank Research; Various ETFs 

-69.6 -22.7 24.1 71.0 117.9
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Current: -3.1 tonnes 5yr-average: 6.8 tonnes

-1,110.1 -672.7 -235.2 202.3 639.7
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Current: -245.9 tonnes 5yr-average: 49.0 tonnes

-101.1 -45.9 9.2 64.3 119.4
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Current: 6.1k oz 5yr-average: 5.3k oz

-113.2 -39.1 35.0 109.1 183.2
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k oz

Current: 0.1k oz 5yr-average: 6.6k oz
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Disclaimer 

THIS COMMUNICATION MAY CONTAIN RESEARCH.  SUCH RESEARCH IS A MARKETING COMMUNICATION: It is not investment 
research as it is not the result of financial analysis and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote 
investment research independence. 

Additional information with respect to any security referred to herein may be made available on request.   

This material is for the general information of institutional and market professionals’ clients of Standard Bank Group (SBG) only. Recipients 
who are not market professionals or institutional investor customers of SBG should seek advice of their independent financial advisor prior to 
taking any investment decision based on this communication or for any necessary explanation of its content. It does not take into account the 
particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of individual clients. Before acting on any advice or recommendations in this mate-
rial, clients should consider whether it is suitable for their particular circumstances and, if necessary, seek professional advice. The informa-
tion, tools and material presented in this marketing communication are provided to you for information purposes only and are not to be used or 
considered as an offer or the solicitation of an offer to sell or to buy or subscribe for securities or other financial instruments, nor shall it, or the 
fact of its distribution, form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract relating to such action. This material is based on 
information that we consider reliable, but SBG does not warrant or represent (expressly or impliedly) that it is accurate, complete, not mislead-
ing or as to its fitness for the purpose intended and it should not be relied upon as such. The information and opinions contained in this docu-
ment were produced by SBG as per the date stated and may be subject to change without prior notification Opinions expressed are our cur-
rent opinions as of the date appearing on this material only. We endeavour to update the material in this report on a timely basis, but regula-
tory compliance or other reasons may prevent us from doing so. 

SBG or its employees may from time to time have long or short positions in securities, warrants, futures, options, derivatives or other financial 
instruments referred to in this material. Where SBG designates research material to be a “marketing communication”, that term is used in 
SBG’s Research Policy. This policy is available from the Research Compliance Office at SBG. SBG does and seeks to do business with com-
panies covered in its research reports including Research Communications. As a result, investors should be aware that the Firm may have a 
conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their 
investment decision. 

SBG has published a Conflicts of Interest Policy that is available upon request which describes the organisational and administrative arrange-
ments for the prevention and avoidance of conflicts of interest.  

Further disclosures required under the FSA Conduct of Business Sourcebook 12.4 and other regulatory bodies are available on request from 
the Research Compliance Department and or Global Conflicts Control Room, unless otherwise stated, share prices provided within this mate-
rial are as at the close of business on the day prior to the date of the material.  

None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party, 
without the prior express written permission of SBG. All trademarks, service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or service 
marks or registered trademarks or service marks of SBG or its affiliates. 

SBG believes the information and opinions in the Disclosure Appendix of this report are accurate and complete. Information and opinions pre-
sented in the other sections of this communication were obtained or derived from sources SBG believes are reliable, but SBG makes no repre-
sentations as to their accuracy or completeness. Additional information is available upon request. SBG accepts no liability for loss arising from 
the use of the material presented in this report, except that this exclusion of liability does not apply to the extent that liability arises under spe-
cific statutes or regulations applicable to SBG.  

The services, securities and investments discussed in this material may not be available to nor suitable for all investors. Investors should make 
their own investment decisions based upon their own financial objectives and financial resources and it should be noted that investment in-
volves risk, including the risk of capital loss. Past performance is no guide to future performance. In relation to securities denominated in for-
eign currency, movements in exchange rates will have an effect on the value, either favourable or unfavourable. 

Some investments discussed in this marketing communication have a high level of volatility. High volatility investments may experience sud-
den and large falls in their  value causing losses when that investment is realised. Those losses may equal your original investment. Indeed, in 
the case of some investments the potential losses may exceed the amount of initial investment, in such circumstances you may be required to 
pay more money to support those losses. Income yields from investments may fluctuate and, in consequence, initial capital paid to make the 
investment may be used as part of that income yield. Some investments may not be readily realisable and it may be difficult to sell or realise 
those investments, similarly it may prove difficult for you to obtain reliable information about the value, or risks, to which such an investment is 
exposed.  

This material is issued and distributed in Europe by Standard Banl PLC. 20 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7JE which is regulated in the 
United Kingdom by The Financial Services Authority (“FSA”). This material is being distributed in the United States by Standard New York 
Securities (USA) LLC; in Kenya by CfC Stanbic Financial Services Ltd; in Nigeria by Stanbic IBTC; in Turkey by Standard Unlu Menkel Deger-
ler; in Angola by Standard Bank de Angola S.A.; in Brazil by Banco Standard de Investimentos S.A.; in Argentina by Standard Bank Argentina 
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S.A.; in China by Standard Resources (China) Limited; in Australia by Standard Bank Plc – Sydney branch; in Botswana by Stanbic Bank 
Botswana Limited; in Democratic Republic of Congo by Stanbic Bank Congo s.a.r.l.; in Ghana by Stanbic Bank Ghana Limited; in Japan by 
Standard Capital Japan Co. Ltd; in Hong Kong by Standard Bank Asia Limited; in Iran by Standard Bank Plc – representative office; in Isle of 
Man by Standard Bank Isle of Man Limited; in Jersey by Standard Bank Jersey Limited; in Mexico by Standard Bank Plc – representative of-
fice; in Madagascar by Union Commercial Bank S.A.; in Mozambique by Standard Bank s.a.r.l.; in Malawi by Standard Bank Limited; in Na-
mibia by Standard Bank Namibia Limited; in Malaysia by Standard London (Asia) Sendirian Berhad; in Mauritius by Standard Bank (Mauritius) 
Limited; in Peru by Standard Bank Plc – representative Office; in Taiwan by The Standard Bank of South Africa; in Russian Federation by ZAO 
Standard Bank; in Tanzania by Stanbic Bank Tanzania Limited; in Singapore by Standard Merchant Bank (Asia) Limited; in Swaziland by 
Standard Bank Swaziland Limited; in Ukraine by Standard Ukraine LLC; in Zambia by Stanbic Bank Zambia Limited in Zimbabwe by Stanbic 
Bank Zimbabwe Limited; in UAE by Standard Bank Plc – Dubai branch.  

In jurisdictions where SBG is not already registered or icenced to trade in securities, transactions will only be effected in accordance with appli-
cable securities legislation, which will vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and may require that the trade be made in accordance with applica-
ble exemptions from registration or licensing requirements.  

Standard Bank Group Ltd Reg.No.1962/000738/06) is listed on the JSE Limited. It is an Authorised Financial Services Provider and it also 
regulated by the South African Reserve Bank. 

Copyright 2013 SBG. All rights reserved. This report or any portion hereof may not be reprinted, sold or redistributed without the written con-
sent of Standard Bank Group Ltd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


